Dfn

E[I{A}] = Pr(A)

Linearity

E[X+Y] = E[X]+E[Y]
Flip coins (1 and n)

Examples

Hat-check problem

Indicator random variables

Two Probability Theory

1

Calculation
0_Dfn
Harmonic numbers
incremental

Worst case

Example: The Hiring Problem

O(c_h*n)

Average case

Idea
5_Randomized Algorithms

H_n = ln n + O(1)

O(c_h*lgn)

An algorithm is randomized if its
behavior depends on the values of
random bits

Dfn

<-> deterministic algo
Pseudocode

random-number generator
not always correct

Properties

loop backwards; if smaller move
backwards

running time is bounded

Monte Carlo algo
Proof of Correctness - like
mathematical induction

each time Pr(error)<= 1/2; repeat t
times

ex: Matrix Product Verification

Categories

O(tn^2)

Insertion-Sort - O(n^2)

always correct

Properties

Las Vegas algo

running time is unbounded

ex: Quicksort
Worst running time
expected running time

Time Complexity
quadratic func/O(n^2)

best

quadratic func

sort in place

small constants in the time
complexity

Case studies

divide and conquer

0_Init Examples | Sort Problem

average
Only one extra variable space
needed

More eﬃcient; divide-and-conquer

\Theta(nlgn)

space-eﬃcient

Properties

worst

linear function/O(n)

\Theta(n^2)

Space Complexity

divide -> conquer -> combine

Idea

Normal version
A[r] as pivot element
i: up to this point all ele are <= x
\Theta(n)

Merge

\Theta(n)

Pseudocode

Correctness
Best case: balanced; each subarray
<= n/2 ele

Merge-Sort \Theta(nlgn)

T(n) = 2T(n)+\Theta(n) = T(n) >
\Theta (nlgn)

T(n) = T(n-1) + \Theta(n) >
\Theta(n^2)

Worst case: unbalanced

T(n) = T(9n/10) + T(n/10) +\Theta(n)
OR even 99|1
Time Complexity - Recurrences

Quicksort \Theta(n^2) / \Theta(nlgn)

if the proportion between the two
parts’ sizes is constant, then tree
height lgn

Time Complexity
Average

Linear extra space needed

even not balanced, can still best

if not constant, then \Theta(n^2)

Space Complexity
Ideas

extreme case

Upper Bound - O
DFN
Tight Bound - \Theta

in PARTITION, randomly pick an
element from the subarray as the
pivot element

Types

Lower Bound - \Omega

more well-balanced
running time dominated by
PARTITION

Asymptotically tight

Randomized version
Growth of Functions

<= n call to PARTITION (every call
less one at least)

6_Advanced Sorting Algorithms

Theorem 3.1

in PARTITION, O(1) + loop <
assume X

O(n+total number of comparisons in
all calls to Partition)

Time complexity f28

running time of PARTITION / whole
QUICKSORT = O(n + X)

Properties

X: total number of comparisons
made by all PARTITION

E[Xij] = either zi or zj is pivot
element among zi~zj
2/(j-i+1)

finally O(nlgn)
Idea
one decision tree for each n <1,2,
…,n>

Upper bound: Little-O Notation

list all possible execution traces

Not Asymptotically Tight
Properties

Lower bound: \omega
1_Mathematical Tools

an equation or inequality that
describes a function in terms of its
values on smaller inputs
lower and upper bound separately

Dfn

Lemma | h as height; leaves # <=
2^h

Proof f.35

S1: Guess the form

normal: 2.21

Decision Tree | Theorical base

The Substitution Method

change variable: 2.23

the worst-case # of comparison =
height of the tree

Construct one comparison decision
tree

S2: Prove by math induction

Theorem 8.1 | Any comparisonbased sorting algorithm requires
\Theta(nlgn) comparisons in the
worst case

S1: Draw
S2: Sum the costs
S3: Calculate total sum

Lower Bound for Comparison
based Sorting

Recurrences
Lower Bound for Sorting

The Recursion-Tree Method > for a
better guess

Calculate

decision tree leaves # >= n!
Proof

leaf # = permutation #

decision tree leaves <= 2^h
h >= lg(n!) > lg((n/e)^n) = nlgn - glge
= \Theta(nlgn)

put back: backward sequence in
original A
Counting-Sort
The Master Method

Properties: stable

Sorting in Linear Time, No
Comparisons > \Theta(n)
Problems with a recursive structure

Time Complexty

\Theta(2k+2n) = \Theta(n) if k=O(n)

Target

n: # of input
Time Complexity

\Theta(d(n+k))

k: base
d: digits

proof by induction

Radix-Sort

flexible divide the digits; convert
number to diﬀerent base

A trick: Rule of Thumb

Merge-Sort
each slot in T corresponds to a key
in U

Basic: direct-address tables
2_Divide-and-conquer

size of address table << |U|
Delete O(1)
Insert O(1)
worst case

Peak Finding

unsuccessful
Chaining

Strassen‘s Matrix Multiplication

Algorithms

Binary Search

look at a globally optimal solution

modify it to include the greedy
choices

otherwise, Exchange Argument

Collision

DELETED mark

Open addressing

show an optimal solution to the
subproblem + the greedy choice

Hash-Insert treat it as it’s empty
and reuse

large \alpha near 1

optimal substructure

many deletions in hash table

T(n)/n

greedy-choice

Priority queue

chaining is better when

Comparison
Properties

locally optimal choices lead to
globally optimal solution
each ops: \Theta(1) OR lgn

Hash-Search probe times

7_Amortized Analysis

subproblem can be solved
optimally, then this original problem
can be solved

\Theta(1+\alpha)

Hash-Search treat it as do not
match

prove the algorithms optimal

by induction or loop invariants

successful

should be a permutation of
<0,1,..,m-1>

probe sequence

Methods

Elements

Strategies

\Theta(1+\alpha)

when n = O(m), search takes
constant time
Hash function: key in U -> slot in T

show each greedy choice is safe

average cases

Search T[h(k)]

Hash Tables

construct the algorithm

if it’s obtained by making greedy
choices then done

\Theta(n)

Ex: multi-pop stack O(1)

Implementation

cheapest way to connect all
vertices

M1_Aggregate analysis

add lightest edge that connects an
isolated vertex

Ex: binary counter O(1)

polynomial time

Prim’s algorithm

Amortized Analysis | eﬃciency
measurement

Proof 3.21
Minimum spanning tree

add lightest edge that connects two
distinct components

M2_Accounting method

polynomial time

Kruskal’s algorithm

Proof

M3_Potential method

3_Greedy Algo
Dynamic Tables

earliest-finish-time-first

one machine, want more tasks

Interval scheduling

all tasks, want less machines

Interval partitioning

the exact string matching problem
Method1: naive string matching
algo

problem: variable-length
codewords for compression

prefix-free for easy decoding

build the tree bottom-up, merge
two least frequent nodes

\Theta((n-m+1)*m)
Idea

Examples

Huﬀman coding

hash value and compare

convert between neighbor hash
value

O(nlgn)
Weighted interval scheduling
proof by contradiction

Method2: Rabin-Karp | randomized

Correctness

but the fractional knapsack
problem, greedy works

O(nlgn) sort + O(n) go through

worst time

The 0-1 knapsack problem

expected running time

chemicals storage
register allocation for compilers

applications

k>2

sort and assign colors from most
degree

Fails

Greedy method

assign vi the smallest color not
used by its neighbors

k<=r

Minimum graph coloring

cases
Contradiction case

# iterations

Method3: Z-box
time complexity, O(|S|)

Adv: some exponential-time
solutions can be transformed into
polynomial-time
❓

🏁

|S| -1

# symbol comparisons

mismatch

<= |S|-1

match

<= |S|

Pattern$String
worst O(n+m)

Make tables to save temp results

🏁

three cases

Longest Matching Prefixes Problem

Interval partitioning problem can be
viewed a a special case of the MGC
where G is so-called interval graph,
register allocation graph are often
chordal graphs

🏁

\Theta(n+m)

8_String Matching

radio frequencies

all vertices have equal degree; n/2
vs 2

matching phase is dominant

\Theta((n-m+1)*m)

easy to do in O(n^2)
positive: p2 is counter from p1

Idea

❓

❓
clockwise/counterclockwise

x1y2-x2y1

negative: clockwise from p1

Disadv: slower than greedy if
greedy works

zero: collinear

1 express value of an optimal
solution recursively

turn left / right

positive > counterclockwise > left

det

negative > clockwise > right

compute optimal solutions to larger
and larger problems
handle all subproblems

bottom-up

first check whether solved the
subproblem

straddles

Basic three questions O(1)
2 compute value of optimal
solutions to the relevant
subproblems and store in a table

less overhead

intersect or not \Theta(n^2)

two possible intersect cases

Strategy

endpoint lies on

top-down with memoization

not, solve it and save the result for
later reference
Slow and Less Memory >
reconstruct from the table in an
extra post processing step
Fast and More Memory > another
table to save

p3p1 is left/right of p3p4 OR p3p2
is right/left of p3p4
AND

p1p3 is left/right of p1p2 OR p1p4
is right/left of p1p2
check a endpoint is collinear of
other segment
check between the endpoints of the
other segment

No devision
if need, can store additional info, for
optimal solution

Sweep Line Technique for Intersect
O(nlgn)

3 find optimal value

optimal substructure
overlapping
subproblems
multiple
Size of the DP table
time need to fill in each entry

sort O(nlgn)
time complexity

for loop <=2n iterations * O(lgn) for
inside

dfn for convex
Elements

9_Computational Geometry

Time Complexity

Graham’s Scan | rotating sweep line
O(nlgn)

recurrence

preprocessing: sorting and set up
stack
Time complexity
4_Dynamic Programming

O(n)

total time for push and pop

Convex hull

bottom-up dynamic programming

for loop

O(nlgn)

O(n) by aggregate analysis

output sensitive

Rod cutting - \Lamda(n^2)
Jarvis’s March | Gift Wrapping O(nh)

Time complexity

top-down DP with memorization
Lower bound: nlgn

O(n) for each iteration
totally h convex hull points

a and a^2

usage
Examples

recurrence

P

problems solvable in polynomial
time

NP

problems for which a candidate
solution can be verified in
polynomial time

Computational Complexity

bottom-up

Dfn: a problem X is NP-complete if
X is NP and each problem in NP
can be reduced to X in polynomial
time

Weighted interval scheduling O(nlgn)
NP-completeness

Prove the problem is NP
Steps

recurrence
10_NP Completeness

bottom-up

if any one of those NP-complete
problem can be solved in
polynomial time, then all of them
can

do a polynomial-time reductions to
the problem from a NP-complete
problem

reductions between problems
For any two decision problems X, Y
say that X can be reduced to Y in
polynomial time if there exists an
algorithm that

Longest common subsequence \Theta(mn)

runs in polynomial time
given any instance I of X,
constructs an instance J of Y s.t.
the answer to I is “Yes” iﬀ a to J is
“Yes”.

Example: SAT to 3SAT
After get table, can generate new
LCS in \Theta(m+n)

Example: 3SAT to Independent Set

Polynomial-time Reductions

\Theta(mn)

Example: Independent Set to Vertex
Cover
Examples

Example: 3SAT to Hamilton Cycle
via Directed Hamilton Cycle
Example: Hamilton Cycle to
Traveling Salesperson
Example: 3SAT to Subset Sum

11_Approximation Algorithms

